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About This Content

The "Wizard's Survival Kit" allows you to equip the following items for your character:

Wizard's Hat (item) - No wizard of note would ever be seen outdoors without one of these pointy hats.
Sharp Sword (item) - The instruction reads “stick them with the pointy end”. Good to have in a pinch.
Staff +1(item) - Whack your foes over the head, use it to prod mucky waters or lean on it to look cool - the staff +1
let’s you do all of it in style.
Meteor Shower (new Magick) - Rain burning rocks down on your enemies. ‘Nuff said.
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magicka wizards survival kit. magicka wizards survival kit

Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must go for it, watch the refund counter..
nice dlc :) greatly done. I bought it for the hat. I have had absolutely no regrets about it!. Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox
Interactive increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.. Staff +1 - Bad
Hat - good
Sharp sword - not
Meteor Shower - So worth it!. nice dlc :) greatly done
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Trust me these wizards need a kit to know how to survive, they havent graduated yet.. METEOOOOOORRRE. That magic is
worth everything.. Trust me these wizards need a kit to know how to survive, they havent graduated yet.. Neat stuff.. This is The
Best DLC EVER You Get To Play As GANDALF !!! :D. This is The Best DLC EVER You Get To Play As GANDALF !!! :D.
Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox Interactive increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.
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